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Abstract 

Content based vehicle retrieval, a technique which uses 

visual contents to search images from the large scale image 

databases, is an active area of research for the past decade. 

Due to large variation in viewing angle position, 

illumination, occlusion, background, traditional vehicle 

retrieval is extremely challenging. This approaches 

problem in a different way by converting 2D image 

database into 3D database. For training we have used 77 

images in database. First we convert 2D query image into 

its 3D view and then comparing with 3D database. Then 

proposed a model fitting approach with weighted jacobian 

system which leverage the prior knowledge of part 

information and shows promising improvements. For 

comparison similarity metrics are used. It contains the 

analysis done after the application of similarity measure 

named Euclidian distance, Minkowski Distance, cosine etc. 

Support vector machine is used which is statistical 

classification algorithm that classifies data by separating 

two classes with the help of a functional hyper plane and it 

helps to improve performance of our system. We have 

evaluate precision/recall show that this method is very 

effective. 

 
Keywords: 3D database construction,3D model fitting, Feature 

extraction, Similarity measures,SVM 

1. Introduction 

The image retrieval methodology is an extremely 

sensitive and complex task that relies upon information 

gathered through techniques that is two dimensional. The 

use of vehicles in many cities has increased rapidly, 

especially in recent years, due to urbanization and 

modernization, and thus, traffic congestion in cities has 

become a major issue. Therefore, control of vehicles and 

identification of traffic violators to maintain discipline is 

becoming a necessary task in many cities. Current system 

is 2d system which faces problems such as illumination, 

occlusion, discontinuity in the signals and background 

noise. Shadow or illumination possibly makes edge 

detectors or feature detectors incur more noises. Occluded 

parts cause discontinuity and incompleteness in shape. 

Background noise and shape variations are potential 

difficulties when detecting or segmenting vehicles. So, 

there is a need to develop a system which overcomes the 

limitations cause due to 2D technique. Hence, the 

proposed system uses 2D to 3D conversion for image 

retrieval by using similarity metrics and SVM classifier. 

The conventional method in content based image 

retrieval for surveillance image data classification is done 

by two dimensional methodologies. This may result in 

misclassification of data. Sometime these types of problem 

identification are impractical for large amounts of data as 

well as for noisy data. A noisy data may be produced due 

to some technical fault or by human errors and can lead 

misclassification of 2D image data. Accurate and fast 

automatic detection of correct vehicle from large database 

is an important task now days. To overcome this problem, 

there are various learning methods. One of the method is to 

classify data from support vector machine classifier and to 

overcome a drawback of illumination occlusion of 2D 

system is to use rigid dataset. These methods are good at 

solving real-world ambiguities. Hence systems which 

harness power of 3D is developed to overcome the 

problem of 2D system. 

Vehicle make and model recognition (MMR) or 

content based vehicle retrieval is a relatively new research 

problem. The basic objective is to extract suitable features 

from the images of a vehicle, which can be used to not 

only retrieve vehicle images having similar appearances 

but also retrieve its make and model.  

The objective of content-based image retrieval 

(CBIR) is to efficiently analyze the contents of the image 

and retrieve similar images from the database when 

metadata such as keywords and tags are insufficient. To 

bridge the semantic gaps, how to efficiently use available 

features such as color, texture, interest points of images 

and spatial information is the key. 

2. Related Work 

“Person attribute search for large area video 

surveillance”[2] provide a useful way for security 

personnel to shift through large quantities of video data to 

find particular person of interest ,given a recent 
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observation report describing that person.SVM classifier is 

used which shows effective performance. 

“Content-Based Image Retrieval Using Shape and 

Depth from an Engineering Database” presented 

conversion of an image and uses the shape information in 

an image along with its 3D information. A linear 

approximation procedure that can capture the depth 

information using the idea of shape from shading has used. 

“Effect of Similarity Measures for CBIR Using 

Bins Approach”presented suitable similarity measure for 

content based image retrieval. It contains the analysis done 

after the application of similarity measure named 

Minkowski Distance from order first to fifth. 

“Back to the future”[3] of  Learning shape models 

from 3D CAD data formulated transition between the 3D 

geometry of objects and 2D representations. In this area, 

they go back to the ideas from the early days of computer 

vision, by using 3D object models as the only source of 

information for building a multi-view object class detector 

and the techniques based on a multi-view detection data set 

3. Proposed System 

 

Fig.3.1 Proposed System Development Design Flow 

 

Fig 3.1 shows actual design flow of proposed system. First 

2D image dataset is used and then that dataset converted 

into 3D which forms a new databset.As  the query image is 

given, it then compare with new 3D dataset. Fitting 

algorithms are used to perform this process. Next stage is 

of part rectification where car parts are rectify and final 

features are extracted.  

 

3.1 2D Image to 3D Conversion: 

 

Figure 3,2 2D to 3D Conversion [11] 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 3D Vehicle Model Fitting Approaches: 

In the model fitting step, we assume that initial position 

and pose of a vehicle in an image can be estimated. In 

order to extract parts of vehicles, model fitting is essential. 
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In the model fitting step, we assume that initial position 

and pose of a vehicle in an image can be estimated. It is 

reasonable since detecting the direction and location of the 

moving vehicles or some multi view object detection can 

be derived by many promising approaches. Content-based 

vehicle retrieval is based on the information about the 

target vehicle. That is, we must detect and estimate the 

pose of our target before we deal with this object. 

In order to extract parts of vehicles (fig 3.1), 

model fitting is essential. Therefore, we investigate and 

compare two different state of-the-art approaches in [10] 

and [11]. One depends on PR and the other solves a 

weighted Jacobean system. The two approaches have not 

been compared before this paper, so we try to implement 

them and do several sensitivity tests to see their 

capabilities in different configurations. Moreover, we 

propose to leverage the prior knowledge of semantic parts 

(e.g., grille, lamp, and wheel) and further improve the 

challenging 3-D alignment problem. 

3-D vehicle model fitting procedure describes in 

Fig 3.2 Given the initial pose and shape, then generate the 

edge hypotheses by projecting the 3-D model into a 2-D 

image and remove hidden lines by using depth map 

rendered from the 3-D mesh. For each projected edge 

point, the corresponding points are found along the normal 

direction of the projected edges. Then, a 3- D model fitting 

method is performed to optimized pose and shape 

parameters. The above procedure is repeated several times 

until convergence. 

 

 
Fig 3.3 Model fitting approach design flow 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Observation Table          
METHOD APD STD 

Initial Location 47.15 6.06 

PR(KC) 39.26 9.90 

PR(Rigid CPD) 29.59 6.91 

PR(Nonrigid CPD) 26.53 6.84 

JS 34.19 6.31 

WTD JS (ours) 14.46 13.27 

 

4. Similarity Measurement:  

Retrieval result is not a single image but a list of images 

rank by their similarity with query image.since CBVR is 

not based on exact matching.for a model shape indexed by 

FD features 

fm=[fm1,fm2,……….fmN] and database index by FD 

feature fd=[fd1,fd2,……….fdN] the euclidean distance 

between two feature vectors can be then used as a 

simillarity measurement d is 

                       (4.1) 

         (4.1) 

 
Fig 4.1 Shows Use Of Similarity Metrics between Training 

and Testing 

Fig (4.1) shows that once the feature vector databases are 

ready we can fire the desired query to retrieve the similar 

images from the database.to facillitate this,retrieval system 

has to perform the important task of applying the similarity 

measures so that distance between query image and 
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database image will be calculated and images having less 

distance will be retrieve in the final set. 

 

4.1 L1 (.Manhattan distance) 

The Manhattan distance computes the sum of difference in 

each dimension of two vectors in n dimensional vector 

space. It is the sum of the absolute differences of their 

corresponding components. Manhattan distance is also 

called the L1 distance. If u = ( x1 , x2 ....xn ) and v = ( y1 , y2 

.....yn ) are two vectors in n dimensional hyper plane, then 

the Manhattan Distance MD(u, v) between two vectors u, v 

is given by the equation 4.2. 

 

MD (u, v) = | x1 − y1 | +| x2 − y2 |+.... +| xn − yn |                                                                                                      

(4.2) 

 

Now for two RGB scale images of size pxq,I1(a,b,c) and 

I2(a,b,c) where a=1,2……p,b=1,2…….p and c =1,2,3 

where c represent color intensity values Red , Green , Blue 

respectively.Manhattan distance is measured using 

equation 4.3 

               (4.3) 

As the number of pixels, n which falls in skin region varies 

with varying size of the image, so 

rather than taking the absolute distance further the distance 

is being normalized using equation 4.4 

                                          (4.4) 

where n= number of pixels considered 

 

4.2 L2 (Euclidean Distance) 

It is also called the L2 distance. For the same two vectors 

in n dimensional hyper plane 

u = ( x1 , x2 ....xn ) and v = ( y1 , y2 .....yn ) the Euclidean 

Distance ED(u,v) is defined as euation 4.5 

                           (4.5) 

And for the same two RGB images I1(a, b, c), I 2 (a, b, c) , 

Euclidean Distance is measured using equation 4.6 

      (4.6) 

Further the Euclidean distance is normalized using 

equation 4.7 

             (4.7) 

 

4.3 Cosine Correlation 

The cosine correlation distances function can be expressed 

as follows 

                                          (4.8) 

Where D(n) and Q(n) are database and query feature 

vectors respectively.Correlation measures in general are 

invariant to scale transformations and tend to give the 

similarity measure for those feature vectors whose values 

are linearly related. In Figure 4.2. Cosine Correlation 

distance is compared with the Euclidean distance. We can 

clearly notice that Euclidean distance ed2 > ed1 between 

query image QI with two database image features DI1and 

DI2 respectively for QI. At the same time we can see that 

θ1 > θ2 i.e distance L6 for DI1 and DI2 respectively for 

QI. 

If we scaled the query feature vector by simply 

constant factor k it becomes k.QI ; now if we calculate the 

ED for DI1 and DI2 with query k.QI we got ed1’ and ed2’ 

now the relation they have is ed1’ > ed2’ which is exactly 

opposite to what we had for QI. But if we see the cosine 

correlation distance; it will not change even though we 

have scaled up the query feature vector to k.QI. It clearly 

states that Euclidean distance varies with variation in the 

scale of the feature vector but cosine correlation distance is 

invariant to this scale transformation. 

 
Fig 4.2 Comparison of Euclidean and Cosine Correlation 

Distance 

 

4.4 chebyshev 

In chebyshev similarity measure the minimum distance 

calculated as follow 

                                           (4.9) 

4.5 minkowski 

                            
(4.10) 

Within this family very few have been used in image 

retrieval and they are Euclidean L2, City block L1(taxicab 
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norm, Manhattan) and Chebyshev L∞ dissimilarity 

formulas. 

 

4.6 Cityblock  

In cityblock similarity measure the minimum distance 

calculated as follow 

                                                    (4.11) 

 

5. Simulation Results: 

 

Figure 5.1 Histogram plot for original image 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Filtered image, Thresholding and canny edge 

detection output 

 

5.1 Expected Values And GUI Result: 

In this experiment, we apply several descriptors on 

extracted parts which are resized to the same number of 

pixels while keeping the ratio between height and width. 

Those retrieved vehicle instances which have the same 

label as the query instance are correct. We compare the 

mean average precision(MAP) performance on different 

sources including a whole vehicle image and three parts, 

grilles, lamps, and the most visible wheel. Then, we do 

sensitivity tests to select the late fusion weights and obtain 

the best parameters. We test on three state-of-the-art 

feature descriptors. Firstly, Difference of Gaussian (DOG) 

detector and SIFT descriptor are used[25]. For 

constructing the visual word vocabulary, we start by 

applying SIFT descriptor on the images of three 

informative parts. Each descriptor contains 4 × 4 cells with 

8 orientation bins, resulting in 128 dimensional feature 

vectors. Table III Performance (in MAP) for Vehicle 

Retrieval Experiments. 

 

 
 

 

Table 1: Result of Images Other Than Dataset: 
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For testing four images are used other than dataset whose 

APD,STD,Score values are being calculated. average pixel 

distance and standard deviation is different for didderent 

image. 

Table 2: Result of Dataset Images 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

5.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: 

Precision and Recall: 

Dataset images Precision Recall 

77 0.77 0.87 

 

Results obtained here are interpreted in the terms of PRCP: 

Precision Recall Cross over Point. This parameter is 

designed using the conventional parameters precision and 

recall defined in following equation. According to this 

once the distance is calculated between the query image 

and database images, these distances are sorted in 

ascending order. According to PRCP logic we are selecting 

first 77 images from sorted distances and among these we 

have to count the images which are relevant to query; this 

is what called PRCP value for that query because we have 

total 77 images of each class in our database. Precision: 

Precision is the fraction of the relevant images which has 

been retrieved (from all retrieved) Recall: Recall is the 

fraction of the relevant images which has been retrieved 

(from all relevant). 

 

Precision =  

 

   Recall  =  

 

Conclusion 

In this proposed framework useful to retrieve the vehicle 

image in surveillance environment applications (parking 

system and theft control system). In this work effectively 

utilize 3D model fitting approaches to extract the parts. In 

vehicle retrieval system, LSH and inverted index 

approaches accurately retrieved vehicle images based on 

descriptors and feature extraction. The advantages of this 

system are easily retrieve the vehicle image based on 

vehicle model and manage the restraints (background 

clutter and illumination) efficiently. The computational 

cost of this system depends on 3D model fitting and object 

retrieval. In future work build a structural framework on 

more vehicle images without human annotation and extend 

the parts to effectively improve the performance 
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